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4HE NATION HAS TWO @VOICES
$IFORIA AND PERFORMATIVITY IN !THENS 

2ODANTHI 4ZANELLI
5NIVERSITY OF  ,EEDS
@ARSQ@BS   4HIS ARTICLE EXPLORES THE CONTEMPORARY CONDITIONS OF NATIONAL 
SELFPRESENTATION INVITING STUDENTS OF NATIONAL IDENTITY TO RECONSIDER THE 
NATURE OF NATIONAL SELFNARRATION THROUGH NEW CONCEPTUAL TOOLS )T IS ARGUED 
THAT CONTEMPORARY NATIONS HAVE TWO @VOICES ONE IS ADDRESSED TO THEIR 
MEMBERS ANOTHER SPEAKS TO THE NATIONS EXTERNAL INTERLOCUTORS "OTH VOICES 
CONTRIBUTE TO THE PERFORMANCE OF IDENTITY FOR NATIONS WHICH ARE THE PRODUCT 
OF COLONIAL AND @CRYPTOCOLONIAL ENCOUNTERS NARRATION IS CHARACTERIZED BY 
A NEGOTIATION OF THE BOUNDARIES BETWEEN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC VOICES AND 
SLIPPAGE IN UTTERANCE 4HE ARTICLE INTRODUCES A NEW CONCEPT IN THE STUDY OF 
CULTURE @DIFORIA WHICH ACCOUNTS FOR BOTH THIS SPLIT MEANING OF UTTERANCE 
AND NATIONAL PERFORMATIVITY IN PUBLIC 4HE CONCEPT IS MOBILIZED TO EXAMINE 
AND DECONSTRUCT A RECENT CASE OF 'REEK DIFORIA ENACTED IN THE CONTEXT OF THE 
OPENING AND CLOSING CEREMONIES OF !THENS 
JDXVNQCR   AMBIVALENCE !THENS  DIFORIA MEDIA PERFORMATIVITY 
SIGNIFICANT OTHERS 
/F NAVELS AND NATIONS
4HE STARTING POINTS FOR THIS ARTICLE WERE TWO MOMENTS IN THE HISTORY OF 
NATIONALISM STUDIES 4OGETHER THEY OPENED A 0ANDORAS "OX IN THE REALM 
OF  IDENTITY POLITICS  )N THE FIRST CASE 3MITH DEFENDED THE HISTORICITY OF 
NATIONS EXPLAINING THAT  THEY HAVE ETHNIC PASTS WITHOUT DENYING THAT 
AT SOME POINT  IN THEIR  LIFE TRAJECTORY THEY MOBILIZE SUCH PASTS TO ASSERT 
THEIR  IDENTITY (E ATTACKED THE MODERNIZATION ARGUMENT  THAT 'ELLNER 
 	 ADVOCATED .ATIONS ARE NOT  THE PRODUCT OF  THE )NDUSTRIAL 
2EVOLUTION AND OF CLASS STRATIFICATION HE SAID BUT OF  LONG AND UNEVEN 
HISTORIES 4HE  IDEA  THAT NATIONALISM  IS  AN  IDEOLOGY  INVENTED BY  THE 
RULING TO CONTROL  THE EMERGING WORKING CLASS  SOUNDED PREPOSTEROUS  TO 
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A HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGIST 5SING "ALKAN NATIONALISMS n ESPECIALLY THE CASE OF 
'REECE n TO SUPPORT HIS THESIS 3MITH POINTED OUT THAT NATIONS WITH LONG 
ETHNIC PASTS ADOPT A POLICY OF CULTURAL REVOLT TO BUILD A FUTURE 4HIS REVOLT 
AMOUNTS TO A USE OF HISTORICAL TRADITIONS THAT BELONG TO THE ETHNIC PAST AND 
INVOLVE AN INTERPRETATION OF THESE TRADITIONS IN THE COURSE OF FORMING A 
POLITICALASNATIONAL COMMUNITY 3MITH  	 @$O .ATIONS HAVE 
.AVELS ASKED 'ELLNER 	 IN HIS RESPONSE STATING THAT THE EXISTENCE 
OF NATIONAL @NAVELS n THE @BIRTHMARKS THAT NATIONS DISCOVER AND DISPLAY n 
IS SIMPLY INESSENTIAL AND CONTINGENT 7E STILL HAVE TO SITUATE NATIONS WITHIN 
THE DISCOURSE OF MODERNITY OUT OF WHICH THEY ARE BORN EVEN THOUGH THEY 
OFTEN DENY IT
4HE SECOND MOMENT AROSE WITH THE PUBLICATION OF 'OURGOURIS BOOK 
$REAM .ATION 	 SUPPORTING A VERSION OF THE CONSTRUCTIONIST ARGUMENT 
OF NATIONBUILDING &OLLOWING !NDERSON 	 'OURGOURIS UNDERSTOOD 
NATIONS AS SOCIAL  FORMATIONS THAT ARE  @IMAGINED AS  @REAL COMMUNITIES 
4HIS IMAGINING IS AKIN TO DREAMWORK NATIONS CONTINUE TO EXIST BECAUSE 
THEY STRIVE TO ACHIEVE SELFFULFILMENT YET THEY NEVER MANAGE TO STABILIZE 
SELFPERCEPTIONS 4HE BOOK SYNTHESIZED (OMI "HABHAS AND 3LAVOJ ÈIäEKS 
,ACANIAN WORK NATIONS RESIDE  IN  @THE ARCHIVE OF SELF	 REPRESENTATION 
'OURGOURIS  	 WHICH INVOLVES THE WRITING OF NATIONAL HISTORIES AND 
THE CREATION OF SYMBOLS AND ENABLES A PROCESS OF OMPHALOSKOPISIS A CONSTANT 
NAVELGAZING ESSENTIAL IN THE PRODUCTION OF NATIONAL IMAGINATIONS 4HIS 
IS THE TOPOS OF THE NATION TO SEEK PERFECTION AND COMPLETION BUT NEVER 
TO BE ABLE TO ACHIEVE IT !GAIN 'REECE PROVIDED THE SUBJECT MATERIAL FOR 
'OURGOURIS THESIS HE ARGUED THAT ALTHOUGH 'REEK IDENTITY WAS CONCEP
TUALIZED FIRST AS (ELLENIC ANCIENT 'REEK	 IN WESTERN POLITICAL CENTRES THE 
'REEK NATION AS SUCH EMERGED THROUGH A REIMAGINING OF SUCH WESTERN 
CONCEPTUALIZATIONS WHAT HE CALLED FOLLOWING &REUD A @SECONDARY REVISION 
OF THEM	
4HIS ARTICLE EXAMINES HOW SUCH NAVELS ACQUIRE THE STATUS OF SIGNIFICANT 
REALITIES IN OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD )T IS PERTINENT TO ARGUE THAT NAVEL
GAZING SUSTAINS THE NATION BUT DIFFICULT TO ACCEPT THE SOLIPSISTIC NATURE OF 
OMPHALOSKOPISIS .ATIONS ARE NOT CREATED IN VOIDS THEIR SPATIOTEMPORAL 
EXISTENCE CAN BE AFFECTED ONLY BY THEIR SIGNIFICANT OTHERS RIVAL ETHNIC GROUPS 
COLONISERS FORMER RULERS .ATIONS DO NOT ONLY NARRATE TO THEMSELVES OR FOR 
THEMSELVES THEY ARE PRODUCTS OF COLLECTIVE CROSSCULTURAL REPRESENTATIONS 
AND DIALOGUES ,OOKING INWARDS ALSO REQUIRES LOOKING OUTWARDS TO MEET THE 
WORLD AND TELL STORIES OF SELF	INVENTION 4HEREFORE THIS ARTICLE MAINTAINS 
THAT CONTEMPORARY NATIONS CAN BE SEEN ONLY AS NARRATIONS OF THEIR NAVEL 
AN EXPOSURE OF WHAT WERE ONCE THEIR PRIVATE INTIMATE SPACES
4HE NEXT PART OF  THE ARTICLE EXPLAINS THAT SIMILAR REFLECTIONS  INFORM 
THE WORK OF WELLESTABLISHED WRITERS ON COLONIALISM POSTCOLONIALISM AND 
NATIONALISM !S THE TITLE OF THE ARTICLE SUGGESTS NATIONS HAVE TWO VOICES 
ONE WHICH ADDRESSES THE MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL COMMUNITY THE OTHER 
WHICH ADDRESSES SIGNIFICANT INTERLOCUTORS IMAGINED OR REAL AUTHORIZING 
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THE COMMUNITYS IDENTITY IN THE WORLD 4HE ARTICLES USE OF POSTCOLONIAL 
THEORY PRESENTS US WITH AN EXTREME CASE OF NATIONAL COMMUNICATION WITH 
SIGNIFICANT OTHERS COLONISERS	 BUT  THE CORE ARGUMENT OF  SUCH THEORIES 
CAN BE MUSTERED FOR THE STUDY OF THE INTERSUBJECTIVE NATURE OF NATIONAL 
IDENTITY  IN GENERAL )N MEDIA MILIEUS THE  INTERSUBJECTIVE CONDITIONS OF 
NATIONAL REPRESENTATION THROUGH NARRATION HAVE A STRANGE EFFECT WHEN THE 
MEANINGS OF NATIONAL NARRATIVES BECOME EVERSHIFTING  THE TWO  @VOICES 
MERGE 4O EXPLORE THIS PHENOMENON THE ARTICLE WILL DEVELOP THE CONCEPT 
OF @DIFORIA WHICH ALLOWS FOR A SIMULTANEOUS UNDERSTANDING OF SLIPPAGE IN 
MEANING AND CONVERGENCE IN VOICES $IFORIA ACTIVATES THE PERFORMATIVE OF 
NATIONAL IDENTITY RESULTING IN A SEPARATION OF THE PRIVATE INTERNAL	 AND 
PUBLIC EXTERNAL	 WORLDS &INALLY IT PRESENTS A RECENT EXAMPLE OF DIFORIA 
INVOLVING THE PERFORMANCE OF 'REEK IDENTITY IN THE OPENING AND CLOSING 
CEREMONIES OF  THE !THENS  /LYMPICS A  STRIKING EXAMPLE OF HOW 
NATIONS CAN USE ENUNCIATION TO ENACT THEIR IDENTITYASDIFFERENCE 'REECES 
INDETERMINATE POSITION IN WESTERN IMAGINATIONS AS A SYMBOLIC COLONY AND 
AN AUTONOMOUS NATION ASSISTS IN ITS PERFORMATIVE ENUNCIATION THIS WILL 
BE REVISITED IN THE THIRD PART OF THE ARTICLE	 &OR THE MOMENT IT IS WORTH 
TRACING THE BIFURCATION OF THE NATIONAL VOICE IN THEORY
4HE TWO @VOICES IN THEORY
!NDERSON 	 CONTESTS THAT IMAGINING IS THE PRIMARY FORCE IN THE FOSTER
ING OF IDENTITY ENABLING INDIVIDUALS TO SECURE THEIR NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP 
.ATIONS ARE IMAGINED THROUGH LANGUAGE NOT RACIAL RELATIONS THUS RACISM 
AND NATIONALISM ARE  SEPARATED ANALYTICALLY !NDERSON  SUPPORTED  THE 
MODERNIST  THESIS  THAT  IMAGINED COMMUNITIES ARE THE PRODUCT OF PRINT
CAPITALISM AS PRINTING POPULARIZED NATIONAL  LANGUAGES AND MADE  THE 
EXCHANGE OF IDEAS POSSIBLE ,ANGUAGE IS ADDRESSED TO ALL POTENTIAL MEMBERS 
OF THE COMMUNITY BECAUSE @IT IS ALWAYS OPEN TO NEW SPEAKERS LISTENERS 
AND READERS  	 !NDERSONS ENGAGEMENT WITH $URKHEIMIAN DE
BATES ON THE PRODUCTION OF MECHANICAL SOLIDARITY UNWITTINGLY SKETCHED A 
PORTRAIT OF NATIONAL IMAGINATION THE CONDITIONS OF COLLECTIVE SELFNARRATION 
ARE POTENTIALLY  INTERSUBJECTIVE BECAUSE  @THROUGH  LANGUAGE  THE NATION 
PRESENTS  ITSELF  AS  SIMULTANEOUSLY OPEN AND CLOSED   	 4HIS 
INDIRECTLY SUGGESTS THAT NATIONAL LANGUAGES BECOME VEHICLES OF MESSAGES 
AND IDEAS DESTINED TO TRAVERSE THE WORLD AND MAKE THE NATION REAL FOR BOTH 
ITS MEMBERS AND OUTSIDERS
0ARTHA #HATTERJEES  	 WORK ON )NDIA HAS BEEN ONE OF  THE MOST 
INCISIVE POSTCOLONIAL CRITIQUES OF !NDERSONS ARGUMENT !CCORDING  TO 
#HATTERJEE !NDERSONS  @MODULAR CHARACTER OF NATIONBUILDING OUTSIDE 
%UROPE IS HIGHLY DETERMINISTIC IN THE -ARXIST SENSE !LTHOUGH !NDERSON 
MAINTAINS THAT NATIONAL COMMUNITIES ARE IMAGINED NATIONALIST DISCOURSE 
REMAINS DERIVATIVE OF %UROPEAN NATIONALISMS  IN HIS WORK )N CONTRAST 
#HATTERJEE STUDIES EXAMPLES OF EMERGING NATIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS IN FORMERLY 
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COLONIZED COUNTRIES 4HE DOMINANT THEORY OF NATIONALISM CONFRONTS US WITH 
A QUESTION OF KNOWLEDGEASPOWER DO WE NOT REPLICATE COLONIAL ATTITUDES 
WHEN WE UNDERSTAND NON%UROPEAN NATIONALISMS AS @SECOND CLASS DERIVATIVE 
PHENOMENA 4HIS APPROACH DOES NOT EXPLAIN A FUNDAMENTAL CONTRADICTION 
WE FIND IN NATIONALIST TEXTS ON THE ONE HAND THEIR EMANCIPATORY DISCOURSE 
DEMONSTRATES @THE FALSITY OF THE COLONIAL CLAIM THAT THE BACKWARD PEOPLES 
WERE CULTURALLY INCAPABLE OF RULING THEMSELVES IN THE CONDITIONS OF THE 
MODERN WORLD  	 ON THE OTHER HAND IT ACCEPTS THE INTELLECTUAL PRE
MISES OF MODERNITY ON WHICH COLONIAL DOMINATION WAS BASED #HATTERJEE 
	 4HIS CONTRADICTION MERITS INVESTIGATION
#HATTERJEE 	 SUGGESTS AN ALTERNATIVE UNDERSTANDING OF NATIONAL 
CONSCIOUSNESS EXPLAINING THAT THE COLONIZED DO NOT DEVELOP THEIR RESIST
ANCE WITHIN  THE STRUCTURES OF COLONIALIST DOMINATION BUT OUTSIDE  THEM 
!NTICOLONIAL )NDIAN NATIONALISM ORGANIZES ITS RESISTANCE AGAINST IMPERIAL 
POWER BY DIVIDING THE WORLD INTO TWO DIFFERENT DOMAINS THE SPIRITUAL AND 
THE MATERIAL )N THE MATERIAL WORLD OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION THE ANTICOLONIAL 
MOVEMENT OFTEN FAILS TO ACHIEVE SELFDETERMINATION 4HIS IS ACHIEVED IN 
THE @SPIRITUAL DOMAIN OF CULTURE TO WHICH THE COLONIZER IS DENIED ACCESS 
#HATTERJEE 	 4HE NATION MAY BE RELATED CAUSALLY TO OPPRESSION BUT 
IT MANAGES TO DEVELOP ITS OWN VOICE n A VOICE THAT REMAINS HIDDEN AND 
INACCESSIBLE TO DANGEROUS OUTSIDERS 3O FOR #HATTERJEE NATIONALIST  TEXTS 
ARE THE PRODUCTS OF BIFURCATED NATIONALIST DISCOURSES IN WHICH DIFFERENT 
ARGUMENTS ARE STRATEGICALLY MOBILIZED FOR DIFFERENT INTERLOCUTORS 4HE ARGU 
MENT REJECTS SOLELY EXTERIOR CONSTRUCTIONS OF NATIONAL COMMUNITIES AND 
PLACES THEIR CREATION IN THE DOMAIN OF CONFLICT 6IOLENT THOUGH THIS CON
FLICT MAY BE  IT  IS CREATIVE AS  IT DIALECTICALLY PRODUCES SOMETHING NEW 
5LTIMATELY #HATTERJEES ARGUMENT IS NOT REDUCIBLE TO INSTANCES OF DIRECT 
COLONIAL OPPOSITION BECAUSE IT APPLIES TO IDENTITY AWARENESS IN GENERAL 
IN SHORT TO SUBJECTIVITYASAGENCY
,ONG BEFORE #HATTERJEE &RANTZ &ANON  	 HAD DECLARED THE 
FUTILITY OF  INTERACTION BETWEEN COLONIZER AND COLONIZED 7RITING AT  THE 
HEIGHT OF THE !LGERIAN ANTICOLONIAL STRUGGLE &ANON URGED HIS COMPATRIOTS 
TO DISENGAGE WITH THEIR &RENCH RULERS 4HE SUBJECTION TO COLONIAL RULE IS 
INSIDIOUS BECAUSE IT RENDERS ITSELF INVISIBLE n IT HIDES IN THE SHADOWS OF 
ETIQUETTE AND THE NEED TO MIMIC TO BE @LIKE THEM RATHER THAN DIFFERENT 
&ANON POIGNANTLY ARTICULATES THE MOMENTUM OF RESISTANCE A REPRESSED 
COMMUNITY ATTAINS NATIONAL STATUS WHEN IT DEVELOPS AN INTERNAL INDEPENDENT 
VOICE 4HE NEED TO WEAR A WHITE MASK TO CONFORM AND YET NEVER BE ACCEPTED 
AS A  FULL HUMAN BEING NEEDS  TO BE SHAKEN OFF 7HAT AN  INDEPENDENT 
NATION NEEDS IS A THEATRE WITHOUT MASKS TO PERFORM ITS OWN POLITICAL ROLE 
&ANON SEES THE EXTERNAL VOICE OF THE COLONIZED AS AN IMPEDIMENT IN THE 
STRUGGLE FOR INDEPENDENCE AND INSTEAD PRIORITIZES THE INTERNAL NATIONAL 
ONE WHICH HELPS POSTCOLONIAL COMMUNITIES TO REENGAGE WITH THE WORLD 
USING THEIR OWN UNIQUE VOCABULARY
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4HE INTERNAL VOICE RETURNS IN THE REWORKING OF &ANON AND #HATTERJEE BY 
(OMI "HABHA WHO LABOURED ON A CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS OF THE POSTCOLONIAL 
PROJECT AND ITS EMANCIPATORY POSSIBILITIES 3TRESSING THE INTERSUBJECTIVE 
EMERGENCE OF IDENTITY IN COLONIAL SITUATIONS "HABHA 	 EXPLAINS THAT 
THE LANGUAGE OF THE COLONIZER REEMERGES AS MIMICRY AND MOCKERY ONCE IT 
IS ADOPTED BY THE COLONIZED 4HE MIMICRY THAT PLAGUES THE OPPRESSED HAS 
A DOUBLE EFFECT BECAUSE IT SUPPORTS BOTH IMITATION OF THE COLONIZERS AND 
THEIR PARODY SUBORDINATION AND RESISTANCE 4HIS EVERPRESENT POSSIBILITY OF 
SLIPPAGE DISCREDITS THE COLONIZERS VERSION OF COLONIZED OTHERNESS 4HE TWO 
NOTIONS OF MIMESIS INTERACT AND CROSS CONTINUALLY PRODUCING CONFUSION AND 
SUBVERTING ROLES IN COLONIAL DISCOURSE &USS 	 )MPLICITLY "HABHA SEES 
THE LOCATION OF POSTCOLONIAL CULTURES IN PARODY IN THE SPLIT VOICE OF THE 
OPPRESSED )N @$ISSEMI.ATION  	 HE HIGHLIGHTS A DICHOTOMY IN 
CULTURAL SELFNARRATION BETWEEN PEDAGOGY AND PERFORMATIVITY "HABHA IS 
MORE CONCERNED WITH THE EMERGENCE OF CULTURE @WITHIN THE NATION  
	 RECOGNIZING THE PERFORMATIVE CHARACTER OF NATIONAL COMMUNITIES IN 
THE SHIFT FROM EXTERNALITY TO INTERIORITY 9ET IT IS PRECISELY THIS PROCESS OF 
PERFORMATIVE SELFINTEGRATION THAT PRESENTS THE NATION AS A STRUGGLE THAT 
TAKES PLACE NOT AT  THE CENTRE BUT  IN  THE UNSTABLE BOUNDARIES OF EXILIC 
IDENTITY 4HUS FOR "HABHA WHAT IS NATIONALIZED COMES FROM OUTSIDE AND 
BRINGS DIFFERENCE INTO THE COMMUNITY WHICH NEEDS TO BE RECOGNIZED 4HE 
PEDAGOGICAL CHARACTER OF NATIONAL NARRATIVE  IS  THE  LOCUS OF  INSTRUCTION 
BECAUSE IT IS DIRECTED TO THE MEMBERS OF THE CULTURAL COMMUNITY MAKING 
COLLECTIVE IMAGINING POSSIBLE #ONTRARIWISE THE PERFORMATIVE CONSOLIDATES 
THE NATIONS RELATIONSHIP WITH HUMANITY (ENCE "HABHA WAS TALKING ABOUT 
TWO SITES OF COMMUNICATION THE DOUBLE VOICE OF THE PRESENT ARGUMENT
)N CRUCIAL PARTS "HABHA ADOPTS 'ILROYS 	 POLITICAL STANCE WHICH 
EXAMINES THE ROLE OF BLACK CULTURE IN "RITAIN 'ILROY SUPPORTED THE DEVELOP
MENT OF BLACK CULTURAL DIFFERENCE AS  RESISTANCE  TO DOMINANT MODES OF 
REPRESENTATION AND EXAMINED THIS DIFFERENCE IN THE CONTEXT OF DIALOGICAL 
ROLEMAKING OF FOSTERING AN INTERSUBJECTIVE ENGAGEMENT BETWEEN BLACK 
PERFORMANCE AND OTHEROBSERVATION &OR 'ILROY BLACK CULTURES OWN VOICE 
OFFERS AN ALTERNATIVE TO DOMINANT CULTURAL PRACTICES "ECAUSE THE VOICE OF 
DIFFERENCE COMES FROM WITHIN IT GENERATES THE PREDICAMENT OF COLLECTIVE 
SELFNARRATION OTHERS ARE AN  INESCAPABLE CONDITION OF  COLLECTIVE  SELF
RECOGNITION AND THEY CANNOT BE IGNORED AS PUBLIC SELF	PRESENTATION NEEDS 
AN AUDIENCE TO BE MEANINGFUL
(OW ARE WE TO EXAMINE THESE MODES OF COMMUNICATION CRITICALLY AND 
INTERACTIVELY (ERZFELD  	  IS  SCEPTICAL OF !NDERSON AND 'ELLNERS 
UNDERSTANDINGS OF NATIONALISM BECAUSE THEY ARE INEXTRICABLY RELATED TO 
THE CONSOLIDATION OF ÏLITE POWER &OR THEM NATIONAL IDENTITY IS FOSTERED 
FROM ABOVE AND NATIONAL SUBJECTS ARE INDOCTRINATED TO ACCEPT IT AS THEIR 
ULTIMATE VALUE (ERZFELD DISTANCES HIMSELF FROM SUCH CLAIMS )N HIS WORK 
HE PIONEERS THE TERM @CULTURAL INTIMACY TO DESCRIBE 
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THE RECOGNITION OF THOSE ASPECTS OF A CULTURAL IDENTITY THAT ARE CONSIDERED A 
SOURCE OF EXTERNAL EMBARRASSMENT BUT NEVERTHELESS PROVIDE  INSIDERS WITH 
THEIR ASSURANCE OF COMMON SOCIALITY x REINFORC;ING=  THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 
INTIMIDATION  	
(E IS TRYING TO AVOID THE DIVISION OF NATION INTO ÏLITES NATIONMAKERS	 
AND THE REST PASSIVE SUBJECTS	 EXPLAINING THAT THE NEED TO EXCLUDE FROM 
INTIMATE UNDERSTANDINGS OCCURS AT BOTH LOCAL AND NATIONAL LEVELS .ATIONAL 
STEREOTYPING DOES NOT EXIST  INDEPENDENTLY FROM LOCAL  SELFSTEREOTYPING 
THAT MAY BE CONSTITUTIVE OF GLOBAL POWER RELATIONS BUT STILL CAN BE MOB
ILIZED IN NARRATIVES OF IDENTITY 4HE NATION REIFIES ITSELF IN DISCOURSES OF 
TRADITIONALISM IN INTERCULTURAL ENCOUNTERS n THE 'REEKS SMASH PLATES TO 
ENTERTAIN FOREIGNERS AND BARGAIN FOR GOODS IN AN @/RIENTAL FASHION TO ASSERT 
THEIR CULTURAL DIFFERENCE ONLY TO @PROJECT FAMILIAR SOCIAL EXPERIENCE UNTO 
UNKNOWN AND POTENTIALLY THREATENING CONTEXTS (ERZFELD  	 4HIS 
OPERATES AS A  @SIMULACRUM OF SOCIALITY  IN "AUDRILLARDS 	 TERMS A 
PROJECTION OF AN IMAGE OF INTIMACY OUTWARDS THAT LEAVES THE CORE OF CUL
TURE INTACT
!T MOMENTS (ERZFELDS @CULTURAL INTIMACY WOULD PRESUPPOSE THE A PRIORI 
EXISTENCE OF A FIXED COLLECTIVE IDENTITY UNDER ATTACK BY EXTERNAL FORCES 
%SPECIALLY IN HIS EARLIER WORK (ERZFELD 	 HE SEEMS TO SEPARATE THE 
TENDENCY IN SELFNARRATION TO PROJECT THE DESIRE OF OTHERS FROM OUR OWN 
DESIRE TO BE REPRESENTED IN  INTELLIGIBLE WAYS 4HIS WOULD PRESUPPOSE A 
CLEARCUT DEMARCATION OF THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SPHERES OF PERFORMANCE 
WHAT HE CALLS @SOCIAL POETICS	 AND THE SPACE OF EMBARRASSMENT THAT OF 
INTIMACY	 (IS  @SOCIAL POETICS CORRESPONDS TO THE 'OFFMANESQUE 	 
IDEA OF @SELFPRESENTATION A DRAMATURGICAL PROJECTION OF A COHERENT SELF 
IN SOCIETY (OWEVER HIS TRANSITION FROM 'OFFMANS IDEA OF SELFFORMATION 
AS SOMETHING THAT EXISTS COHERENTLY ONLY IN PUBLIC TO THAT OF COLLECTIVE 
SELFNARRATION AS ACTUALLY EXISTING INTIMACY BEGS A QUESTION IS THERE OR 
IS THERE NOT SOMETHING BEHIND  IN THE  @BACKSTAGE OF PERFORMANCE 4HE 
DIVISION BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE IS ALSO A PREREQUISITE IN &ANON 'ILROY 
AND #HATTERJEES THESES AND UNDERLIES !NDERSONS WORK ON THE POWER OF 
IMAGINATION )T IS WORTH CONSIDERING THIS DIVIDE ANEW
-EDIA AND THE INSCRIPTION OF DIFORIA
! NUMBER OF THEORISTS HAVE ASSOCIATED THE PHENOMENON OF GLOBALIZATION 
WITH CULTURAL HOMOGENIZATION IDENTITY LOSS AND THE ADVANCE OF WESTERN 
CULTURAL IMPERIALISM IN THE MASS MEDIA 0RICE 	 )N CONTRAST OTHERS 
HAVE POINTED OUT THAT IN THE CASE OF NATIONS A GREAT DEGREE OF RESISTANCE 
TO GLOBAL FLOWS IS EXPRESSED IN THE PATHOLOGIZATION OF CULTURAL DIFFERENCE 
2AY 	 3OME HAVE POINTED OUT THAT NOWADAYS WE EXPERIENCE A REVERSE 
CULTURAL IMPERIALISM AS THERE ARE MASSIVE MEDIA FLOWS FROM DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES TO THE DEVELOPED WORLD THAT DISSEMINATE NARRATIVES OF SUBALTERN 
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IDENTITY 3HREBERNI-OHAMMADI 	 !LTERNATIVELY OTHER SCHOLARS HAVE 
CLAIMED THAT THE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF CULTURAL GOODS DOES NOT NECESSARILY 
RESULT IN IDENTITY LOSS ,ULL  4HOMPSON 	 ! COROLLARY OF THIS 
WOULD BE THE CLAIM THAT GLOBALIZATION LEADS TO A PROLIFERATION OF IDENTITIES 
WHEN IT IS ASSOCIATED WITH MOBILITIES SUCH AS LABOUR REALLOCATION AND THE 
SUBSEQUENT FOSTERING OF SOCIAL BONDS THAT PRODUCE NEW OR DIFFERENT DISCOURSES 
OF CULTURAL BELONGING !PPADURAI 	
&OLLOWING !PPADURAIS RATIONALE WE COULD CLAIM THAT A PROBLEM INHERENT 
IN THE GLOBALIZATIONASIMPERIALISM ARGUMENT IS THE STRANGE ASSUMPTION 
THAT READYMADE IDENTITIES HAVE TO BE SAFEGUARDED AGAINST EXTERNAL FORCES 
)DENTITY IS PLACED ARBITRARILY WITHIN A DISCOURSE OF MODERNITY THAT PROMOTES 
FIXITY AND STABILIZATION OF MEANINGS 4HE PRESENT ARTICLE SUGGESTS THAT MEDIA 
GLOBALIZATION CREATES A NEW VENUE FOR THE EMERGENCE OF NATIONAL REPRESEN
TATION )T TAKES THE MEDIA AS A STARTINGPOINT BECAUSE THEY HAVE BECOME 
ONE OF THE MOST IMMEDIATE SOURCES OF COMMUNICATION WITH CULTURAL OTHERS 
'REENWOOD 	 IN WAYS SIMILAR TO THOSE OF THE PRECEDING PRACTICE OF 
TEXTUAL NARRATION "HABHA 	
5NLIKE THE TEXT TELEVISED IMAGES AND MESSAGES ARE ADDRESSED TO MILLIONS 
OF GLOBAL VIEWERS SIMULTANEOUSLY PROVIDING THE NATION WITH A @PUBLIC SPHERE 
(ABERMAS 	 IN WHICH IT CAN PERFORM ITSELF 4HIS IMAGINING BELONGS TO 
THE INTIMATE SPACE OF THE NATION WHICH HERE BECOMES IMMEDIATELY AVAIL
ABLE TO OUTSIDERS (OWEVER TO RETURN TO (ERZFELDS RECENT OBSERVATIONS THE 
NATIONAL INTIMACY PROJECTED OUTWARDS IS JUST A SIMULATION OF THE NATIONAL 
PRIVATE SPHERE !CCORDING TO "AUDRILLARD IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETIES THERE 
HAS BEEN A PROGRESSIVE DISCONNECTION OF THE SIGN AND THE SIGNIFIED CON
SEQUENTLY TEXTUAL AND VISUAL MEANINGS HAVE BECOME ARBITRARY AND EASILY 
MANIPULATED "EST AND +ELLNER 	 "OTH PRODUCERS AND CONSUMERS OF 
MEDIA IMAGES PARTAKE IN THIS @DEATH OF THE REAL "AUDRILLARD  	 AND 
THE RISE OF A WORLD THAT LIVES THROUGH SIMULATIONS (OWEVER IN THE CASE 
OF NATIONAL IMAGINATIONS SIMULATIONS OF SOCIAL REALITY PROVIDE A PLATFORM 
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF NEW SELFUNDERSTANDINGS )N MEDIA REPRESENTATIONS 
THE NATIONAL VOICE IS COUPLED WITH THE VOICE OF CROSSCULTURAL NARRATION TO 
CREATE A NEW NATIONAL SELFIMAGE 4HIS COUPLING HAPPENS THROUGH WHAT 
THIS ARTICLE CALLS @DIFORIA LITERALLY THE DOUBLE DISSEMINATION OF THE SAME 
SIGNIFIER DIFOROUMENOS DENOTES THE CARRIER OF DOUBLE MEANING FROM DYO  
TWO AND FERO  CARRY	 THAT DEFERS DECODING UNTIL IT ARRIVES AT ITS DESTINATION 
4HIS IS THE HERMENEUTIC MOMENT OF THE NATION ITS NARRATIVE TAKES SHAPE 
ONLY WHEN IT IS PLACED IN APPROPRIATE CONTEXTS INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL "Y 
THE  SAME TOKEN DIFORIA CORRESPONDS  TO  THE PRINCIPLES OF DIALOGICS  FOR 
"AKHTIN  @TO BE MEANS  TO COMMUNICATE DIALOGICALLY BECAUSE  @A  SINGLE 
VOICE ENDS NOTHING AND RESOLVES NOTHING 4WO VOICES IS THE MINIMUM FOR 
x EXISTENCE "AKHTIN  n	 !N  @INTEGRAL  IDEOLOGICAL POSITION 
REQUIRES INDIVIDUAL OR COLLECTIVE INTERLOCUTORS WHO ASSIST IN THE PRODUCTION 
OF IDENTITYASSUBJECTIVITY
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%XTERNALLY THE MEANING IS PRODUCED IN ALIEN CULTURAL CONTEXTS (ENCE
FORTH THIS ARTICLE WILL USE THE TERM @SIGNIFICANT OTHERING TO DESCRIBE EXTERNAL 
AUDIENCES A CONCEPT USED  IN 'ILLES $ELEUZES GENEALOGY OF DESIRE AS A 
PRODUCTIVE FORCE 2ETURNING TO .IETZSCHES CRITIQUE OF (EGEL $ELEUZE POINTS 
OUT THAT @SLAVE MORALITY IS NEVER HISTORICALLY NECESSARY AS IT CAN BE OVER
THROWN BY THE EXPRESSION OF A @WILLTOPOWER $ELEUZE  	 4HIS 
HAPPENS WHEN THE @SLAVES ANGER OF REJECTION SUPERSEDES THE NEGATIVITY 
OF AN IMAGINARY REVENGE AND BEGINS TO GENERATE VALUES n TO PROMOTE SELF
AFFIRMATION THROUGH THE ACCEPTANCE OF DIFFERENCE 4HE NATIONS SIGNIFICANT 
OTHERS MAY HAVE BEEN ACCOMPLICES IN ITS ACTUAL SUBJECTION ESPECIALLY IF THE 
NATION ITSELF IS THE OUTCOME OF COLONIAL VIOLENCE BUT THERE ARE ALSO NATIONS 
THAT DID NOT EMERGE  IN ANTICOLONIAL  STRUGGLES OR MILIEUS OF ECONOMIC 
PATRONAGE $IFORIA REPOSITIONS @OTHERS OUTSIDE NATIONAL TERRITORIAL CODES 
THE INTERNAL VOICE BUSY WITH THE AFFIRMATION OF NATIONAL ALTERITY NEVER 
ENGAGES WITH THEM 4HE MAIN AIM OF DIFORIC NATIONAL COMMUNITIES IS NOT 
TO DENY THEIR @OTHERS OR DIFFERENCE BUT TO ENJOY THEIR OWN DIFFERENCE IN 
CULTURALLYSPECIFIC AND HISTORICALLYCONTEXTUALIZED WAYS "UTLER 	 
/F COURSE  THE ENUNCIATION OF DIFORIA  ITSELF  IS  THE EFFECT OF  CENTRES OF 
ORGANIZED NATIONAL POWER 'LOBAL DIFORIC ENUNCIATIONS BELONG TO THE NATIONS 
REPRESENTATIVES YET ALSO BELONG TO NATIONAL EXPERIENCE THEY ARE BORN IN 
THE REPOSITORY OF COLLECTIVE MEMORY WHICH THE NATIONS REPRESENTATIVES 
MOBILIZE TO LEGITIMIZE NATIONAL EXISTENCE
7E OFTEN  FIND  THAT DIFORIA ESTABLISHES AN ELUSIVE AND COMPETITIVE 
RELATIONSHIP WITH AMBIVALENCE THE INTERPLAY OF RELATED YET CONTRADICTORY 
MEANINGS  THAT CANNOT BE DETERMINED  IN  THE ABSENCE OF  INTERLOCUTORS 
&OR "HABHA 	 THE AMBIVALENCE OF ENUNCIATION BOTH EMPOWERS AND 
DISEMPOWERS THE COLONIAL SUBJECT BECAUSE IT POINTS TO A TEMPTATION BOTH 
TO INTERNALIZE COLONIAL DISCOURSE AND SUBVERT IT $IFORIA DOES THE SAME IT 
INCLUDES AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE SIGNIFICANT OTHERS VIEW OF THE SUBJECT 
n OFTEN IT PROJECTS THE SIGNIFICANT OTHERS DESIRE TO SUBJECT n BUT AT THE SAME 
TIME IT CONTESTS THIS DESIRE 4HEREFORE DIFORIA AND AMBIVALENCE SHARE IN 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF WHAT "HABHA HAS CALLED THE @THIRD SPACE OF ENUNCIATION 
 	 THE AMBIVALENT SPACE OF CULTURAL IDENTITY 0ERCEPTION OF THE 
OTHERS DESIRE IS BASED ON IMPRESSIONS OF SIGNIFICANT OTHERS AND THEIR EXPECT
ATIONS "UT THEN THIS IS ONE OF THE PITFALLS OF LANGUAGE COMMUNICATION IN 
GENERAL  LANGUAGE REPRESENTS CONSTANTLY RE	CREATING REALITIES "AUMAN 
RECOGNIZES  IN AMBIVALENCE  @THE HORROR OF  INDETERMINATION   	 
INHERENT IN STRANGERS IN WHAT RESIDES OUTSIDE THE DOMAIN OF THE NATION 
$IFORIA TAMES THE HORROR OF  INDETERMINACY  IT  RECRUITS AMBIVALENCE  IN 
THE SERVICE OF NATIONAL SELFPRESENTATION BUT WANTS TO CONCEAL IT FROM THE 
NATIONS SIGNIFICANT OTHERS )T  IS EXPECTED THAT THE OTHERS WILL RECEIVE A 
SEAMLESS PICTURE OF MEANING THAT IS CULTURALLY ANDOR MORALLY CREDIBLE TO 
THEM 4HUS WE CAN CLAIM THAT IMAGINED COMMUNITIES HARBOUR THE STRANGER 
WITHIN THEM IN THEIR PERFORMANCE OF IDENTITY
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7HY DO NATIONS FEEL THIS URGENCY FOR FORECLOSURE @¶TRANGERS Ì NOUS
MÐMES WE ARE STRANGERS TO OURSELVES	 SAYS *ULIA +RISTEVA  n	 
BECAUSE ASPECTS OF WHAT WE ARE REMAIN EMERGENT 3TRANGENESS MANIFESTS ITSELF 
WITHIN IDENTITY EVERY TIME WE BECOME AWARE OF IT AND DISAPPEARS WHEN IT 
IS RECOGNIZED BY ALL 4HE STRANGER IS @WITHOUT A HOME ALWAYS @MULTIPLYING 
MASKS AND hFALSE SELVESv x NEVER COMPLETELY TRUE OR COMPLETELY FALSE 
+RISTEVA  	 4HE NATIONS DIFORIC VOICE A @SIMULACRUM OF SOCIALITY 
DOES NOT REMAIN OUTSIDE NATIONAL IDENTITY (ERE WE DEAL WITH A PARADOX AKIN 
TO THAT WHICH +RISTEVA 	 IDENTIFIED IN THE FUNCTION OF THE STRANGER 
WHILE SPEAKING TO THE WORLD THE DIFORIC NATION ASPIRES TO SILENCE ASPECTS 
OF  ITS  INNER SELF 4HIS CONSTANT CONCEALMENT OF  ITS  INHERENT STRANGENESS 
BECOMES THE NATIONS NEW PRIVATE DOMAIN WHERE IT CAN RETAIN ITS RIGHT TO 
BE DIFFERENT FOR SIGNIFICANT OTHERS
$IFORIA IS NOT IDENTICAL TO DISEMIA AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONCEPT INTRO
DUCED BY (ERZFELD 	 $ISEMIA PROMOTES THE PAIRING OF TWO CONFLICTING 
MORAL CODES THAT INFORM THE SAME COSMOLOGICALnCULTURAL ORDER WHEREAS 
DIFORIA MAY COMMUNICATE ONE MORAL CODE TO TWO DIFFERENT AUDIENCES 4O 
RECALL +RISTEVA IT IS JUST THAT INTERNAL AUDIENCES DECODIFY DIFORIA IN WAYS 
DIFFERENT FROM THOSE OF EXTERNAL AUDIENCES BUT ALWAYS IN THE CONTEXT OF 
OTHERAWARENESS )T IS PRECISELY THIS PRACTICE THAT CREATES A PROLIFERATION OF 
NARRATIVES OF IDENTITY A WAY @OF IMAGINING AND MAK;ING= ONESELF FOR ONESELF  
+RISTEVA  	 /F COURSE WHEREAS WE CAN EXAMINE ENUNCIATION OF 
AMBIVALENCE IN TERMS OF DIFORIA FROM THE STANDPOINT OF THE NATIONS INTI 
MATE SPACE ONCE THE MESSAGE IS @OUT THERE WE CANNOT BE SURE HOW IT WILL 
BE RECEIVED %XAMINING THE MESSAGE FROM THE RECEIVING END WE CAN ONLY 
TALK ABOUT  @MULTIFORIA AN ENDLESS HERMENEUTIC GAME THAT  THE NATION 
CANNOT EXACTLY CONTROL 4HE FOCUS OF THIS STUDY IS NOT THE MULTIFORIA OF 
EXTERNAL AUDIENCES ONLY  THE DIFORIA THAT DEFINES NATIONAL PERCEPTIONS 
OF TWOPARTY COMMUNICATION
4HIS ARTICLE RECOGNIZES DIFORIA AS THE SIBLING OF PERFORMATIVITY BECAUSE IT IS 
ARTICULATED THROUGH PUBLIC ACTS THROUGH THE PERFORMANCE OF COLLECTIVE SELVES 
WHO STRIVE TO FIND INTELLIGIBLE MEANS AND FORMS TO INTRODUCE THEMSELVES 
)TS UNDERSTANDING OF PERFORMATIVITY DOES NOT COINCIDE ENTIRELY WITH THAT 
OF *UDITH "UTLER 	 WHO USES THE TERM TO ANALYSE THE WAYS IN WHICH 
SUBJECTS ARE BOTH SUBJECTED  TO DISCURSIVE MANIFESTATIONS OF POWER AND 
EMERGING ,EST THE MISTAKE IS COMMITTED OF JUMPING FROM ONTOLOGICAL TO 
CULTURAL CATEGORIES LET US CLARIFY THAT "UTLER DID NOT DEVELOP THE CONCEPT 
OF PERFORMATIVITY TO ANALYSE WHOLE COMMUNITIES THAT ARE FORMED IN HIS
TORICAL TIME .EVERTHELESS THIS ARTICLE BORROWS FROM HER THESIS THE IDEA 
THAT ALTHOUGH SUBJECTS REPEATEDLY PERFORM THE TEACHINGS OF DISCOURSE THE 
EXPERIENCE OF REPETITION CEASES TO BE MECHANICAL  @AS THE APPEARANCE OF 
POWER SHIFTS FROM THE CONDITION OF THE SUBJECT TO ITS EFFECTS THE CONDITIONS 
OF POWER PRIOR AND EXTERNAL	 ASSUME A PRESENT AND FUTURAL FORM "UTLER 
 	
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3HIFTING FROM THE LEVEL OF SUBJECTIVITY TO THAT OF IMAGINED COMMUNITIES 
REPETITION OF DISCOURSES OF IDENTITY THAT ORIGINATE WITHIN NATIONAL CENTRES 
OF POWER OR WITHOUT ACTIVATES DIFORIA BECAUSE THE MEANING OF ENUNCIATION 
AND ITS PERFORMANCE ARE DEPENDENT ON THE CONTEXT OF CULTURAL INTERACTION 
(OWEVER THE SPACEnTIME PRIOR TO THE PROCESS OF CONTEXTUALIZATION ALSO MAKES 
MULTIFORIA POSSIBLE INTERACTION PRODUCES A @LIBRARY OF MULTIPLE REGISTERS 
FROM WHICH VARIOUS INTERLOCUTORS CAN CHOOSE IT MAKES REPRESENTATIONS OF 
THE NATION POSSIBLE IN DIFFERENT CULTURES 4HEREFORE RECALLING THE PRINCIPLES 
OF "AKHTINIAN TEXTUAL POLYPHONY WE MAY HIGHLIGHT THAT THE PASSAGE FROM 
DIFORIA TO MULTIFORIA AND BACK AGAIN UNMASKS THE @PLURALITY OF INDEPENDENT 
AND UNMERGED VOICES ;AND OF= CONSCIOUSNESS WITH EQUAL RIGHTS AND EACH 
WITH ITS OWN WORLD "AKHTIN  	 0ERFORMING MULTIPLE IDEOLOGICAL 
POSITIONS IN THE MEDIA PRODUCES THE NATIONS OPEN INTERACTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS 
THUS EXPOSING THE DIALOGIC FABRIC OF SOCIAL LIFE
$IFORIA IS NEITHER AN AHISTORICAL CONCEPT NOR DOES IT DENY THE NATIONS 
HISTORICITY /N THE CONTRARY IT BECOMES THE MEDIUM OF HISTORICAL DISCOURSE 
MAKING THE NATIONS BIOGRAPHY AVAILABLE TO THE WORLD (ERE "UTLERS PER 
FORMATIVITY IS RECALLED ACCORDING TO WHICH THE POWER THAT PRODUCES SUBJECTS 
IS THE EFFICACY OF SPEECH TO CALL THE SUBJECT INTO BEING BUT CONSIDER THE 
PERFORMATIVE AS GROUNDED IN THE SOCIOPOLITICAL ORIGINS OF NATIONBUILDING 
&OR POSTCOLONIAL NATIONS SPECIFICALLY  THE PERFORMANCE OF DIFORIA  IS  IN
SEPARABLE FROM PAST AND CURRENT GEOPOLITICAL ARRANGEMENTS WHICH ARE 
CONTESTED AND CHALLENGED IN THE FIELD OF LANGUAGE $IFORIC ENUNCIATIONS 
CORRESPOND TO GEOPOLITICS INSOFAR AS THEY REFLECT POLITICAL ACTION RATHER THAN 
MERE LINGUISTIC PREFORMANCE !LTHOUGH THE PRESENT AUTHOR IS RECEPTIVE TO 
"UTLERS 	 ARGUMENT THAT SUBJECT RESISTANCE IS MADE POSSIBLE BECAUSE 
LANGUAGE IS POLYSEMIC AND SPEAKERS CANNOT FIX THE MEANING OF THEIR SPEECH 
ACTS NATIONAL SUBJECTIVITYASAGENCY COLLECTIVE  IDENTITY	 EMERGES ON A 
SYMBOLIC LEVEL THAT OF CULTURE 4HIS WILL BE EXPLORED THROUGH DIFORIC MEDIA 
REPRESENTATIONS OF THE NATION THAT PROVIDE US WITH AN OPPORTUNITY TO IMPLE
MENT THIS NEW CONCEPT IN THE CONTEXT OF !THENS 
&IREWORKS OR NECRANASTASIS 'REEK DIFORIA IN 
!THENS 
4HE PROCESS OF 'REEK NATIONFORMATION IS REPRESENTATIVE OF PAST AND PRESENT 
GEOPOLITICAL VISIONS OF 7ESTERN %UROPEAN BELONGING 'OURGOURIS  
	 'REECE WAS  INSTITUTIONALIZED IN THE EARLY TH CENTURY WITH THE 
HELP OF THREE POWERFUL PATRONS "RITAIN &RANCE AND 2USSIA	 WHICH STRIVED 
FOR CONTROL OVER THE SOUTHEASTERN -EDITERRANEAN REGION 0UTTING POLITICAL 
AND ECONOMIC INTERESTS ASIDE THE WESTERN DESIRE TO @RESURRECT THE 'REEK 
NATION ORIGINATED IN THE BELIEF THAT THE MODERN 'REEKS WERE DESCENDED 
FROM (ELLENIC CIVILIZATION ON WHICH THE 7EST FORMED ITS SELFIMAGE AS 
%UROPEAN AND @CIVILISED "ERNAL 	 3OON IT BECAME CLEAR THAT MODERN 
'REEKS COULD NOT LIVE UP TO SUCH WESTERN DEMANDS BECAUSE OF THEIR MANY 
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ALLEGED SHORTFALLS THEY WERE DISORDERLY @/RIENTAL IN THEIR HABITS JUST LIKE 
THEIR  FORMER /TTOMAN RULERS	 AND HAD EXPANSIONIST AMBITIONS  IN  THE 
REGION n INCONVENIENT FOR WESTERN ECONOMIC INTERESTS !S 3AID 	 EX
PLAINS THE DENIGRATION OF THE COLONIZED ASSISTED IN THE CONSOLIDATION OF 
/RIENTALIST PROJECTS )N 'REECES CASE THIS DENIGRATION WAS COUPLED WITH AN 
EXCESSIVE WESTERN ADMIRATION FOR THINGS @(ELLENIC (ERZFELD 	 SUCH 
AS ANCIENT 'REEK PHILOSOPHY DEMOCRACY AND ORDER !T VARIOUS POINTS IN THE 
HISTORY OF MODERN 'REECE THIS PAST PLAYED FOR THE 'REEKS THE ROLE OF BOTH 
THE @OTHERSTRANGER WHO LIVES OUTSIDE 'REEK HISTORY IN THE DOMAIN OF 
WESTERN /RIENTALISM AND THE @SAME WHO BELONGS TO THE PROCESS OF 'REEK 
ETHNOGENESIS 4HE 'REEK INTERNALIZATION OF SUCH IDEOLOGICAL TOPOGRAPHIES 
OF IDENTITY WAS COMPLEMENTED BY WESTERN INTERFERENCE IN 'REEK POLITICS 
BETWEEN THE S AND THE 3ECOND 7ORLD 7AR FOLLOWING THE 'REEK CIVIL 
CONFLICT n	 AND THE #OLD 7AR ERA &INALLY THE CALAMITOUS DICTATOR
SHIP OF n CONSOLIDATED THE BELIEF THAT 'REECEAS(ELLAS IS THE CRADLE 
OF %UROPEAN CIVILIZATION BESTOWING IT ALSO WITH A #HRISTIAN /RTHODOX 
RIGHTWING DIMENSION (ERZFELD A	 #ONSEQUENTLY 'REEK FOREIGN 
AND DOMESTIC POLICIES WERE OVERDETERMINED BY AN  @UNDERDOG CULTURE 
$IAMANTOUROS 	 A COMBINATION OF #HRISTIAN AND @(ELLENOCENTRIC 
EXCLUSIVENESS WHICH RENOUNCES FOREIGN INTERVENTIONS AND ATTACKS CULTURAL 
DIFFERENCE
7ESTERN ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE @'REEK 1UESTION HAVE BEEN DISCUSSED AS 
THE SITE OF @CRYPTOCOLONIALISM (ERZFELD B	 A TERM WHICH DESCRIBES 
THE EFFECTS OF INDIRECT SUBJECTION UPON THE CONSTRUCTION OF NATIONAL CULTURES 
$URING THE TH CENTURY WESTERN ANTHROPOLOGICAL WRITING ON COUNTRIES OF 
MARGINAL STATUS SUCH AS 'REECE AND 4HAILAND FOSTERED DISCOURSES ON THEIR 
INABILITY TO BECOME AUTONOMOUS NATIONS 4HE OCCASIONAL ADMITTANCE IN 
OR EXCLUSION OF SUCH CULTURES FROM @CIVILIZATION CONSOLIDATED THEIR EVER
CHANGING POSITION IN COLONIAL DISCOURSE AND HAD CONSEQUENCES FOR NATIONAL 
SELFNARRATION AND DOMESTIC POLITICS 4HUS EVEN  THOUGH  THE PRIMARY 
BINARISMS OF COLONIAL DISCOURSE WERE CHALLENGED THE CRYPTOCOLONIAL PRERO
GATIVE RESULTED  IN THE CREATION OF  SELFUNDERSTANDINGS OF  THE NATION AS 
INADEQUATE AND DEPENDENT ON POWERFUL PATRONS 4HE INTERNALIZED DISCOURSE 
OF 'REEK EXCEPTIONALISM n DEMONSTRATED IN THE FACT THAT 'REEK CULTURE 
ALTHOUGH %UROPEAN BY HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION IS POLITICALLY MARGINALIZED 
AND CONSTANTLY IGNORED IN ACADEMIC DEBATES ON %UROPEAN IDENTITY 'ALLANT 
	 n OUGHT TO BE CHALLENGED BY CRITICAL SCHOLARSHIP )F ANYTHING 'REEK 
EXCEPTIONALISM ECHOES !NDERSONS MODULAR ARGUMENT ACCORDING TO WHICH 
(ELLENIC 'REEKNESS  IS CONSTANTLY AND  @RETROACTIVELY  ÈIäEK 	 NAR
RATED FOR INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CONSUMPTION )NTERNALLY THIS FULFILS THE 
NEEDS OF THE 'REEK IMAGINED COMMUNITY TO SEE ITSELF AS A UNIFORM ENTITY 
PROGRESSING  IN  LINEAR HISTORICAL  TIME !NDERSON 	 %XTERNALLY  IT 
PROVIDES THE NATIONS SIGNIFICANT OTHERS WITH A FAMILIAR REFERENCE POINT 
THAT SECURES THE UNANIMOUS RECOGNITION OF 'REEK MODERNITY (OWEVER 
AS WILL BE EXPLAINED 'REECE HAS A SECOND VOICE WHICH DISSOCIATES FROM 
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7ESTERN %UROPEAN PARADIGMS EVEN WHEN IT SEEMS TO MARSHAL THEM IN 
UNSOPHISTICATED WAYS
4HE DOUBLE FUNCTION OF (ELLENOCENTRIC 'REEK SELFNARRATION WAS ENACTED 
IN THE CONTEXT OF !THENS  4HE OPENING AND CLOSING CEREMONIES BE
CAME A PLATFORM FOR 'REEK NATIONAL PERFORMATIVITY THE PRESENTATION OF A 
COLLECTIVE SELF THAT EMERGED THROUGH A PROCESS OF CREATIVE REPETITION OF THE 
NARRATIVES THAT WERE SUMMONED OUTSIDE 'REECE IN WESTERN IMAGINATIONS 
4HE HISTORY OF THE /LYMPIC 'AMES ITSELF IS REGARDED AS PART AND PARCEL OF 
THE (ELLENIC!THENIAN @GIFT OF CIVILIZATION TO %UROPE IF NOT HUMANITY AS A 
WHOLE 4HUS THEIR ORGANIZATION BY !THENS INVITED THE 'REEK @NATION TO 
CELEBRATE A UNIVERSALLY RECOGNIZED ASPECT OF ITS @NAVEL n TO ARTICULATE A PUBLIC 
VOICE BASED ON ITS  INTERNAL STRANGENESS #RYPTOCOLONIALISM MANIFESTED 
ITSELF EVEN DURING THE PREPARATIONS FOR !THENS  WITH !MERICAN AND 
"RITISH ACCUSATIONS THAT 'REECE COULD NOT PROTECT /LYMPIC ATHLETES FROM 
TERRORIST ATTACKS FINISH THE PREPARATIONS IN TIME AND DELIVER A GOOD GLOBAL 
PERFORMANCE 4ZANELLI 	 'REEK DIFORIA ALLOWED SPACE FOR INTERVENTION 
IN  THE WESTERNBORN (ELLENIC MYTH PROMOTING  THE DEVELOPMENT OF A 
SECRETIVE INTERNAL VOICE IN FRONT OF A MULTICULTURAL /LYMPIC AUDIENCE
&IRST LET US GLANCE AT EXTERNAL PERCEPTIONS OF !THENS  $ESPITE INITIAL 
RESERVATIONS THE OPENING AND CLOSING CEREMONIES OF THE  /LYMPIAD 
WERE ACCLAIMED AROUND THE WORLD AS
THE MOST AUDACIOUS PERFORMANCE ;WHICH= PAINTED A DRAMATIC PICTURE OF A 
COUNTRY STEEPED IN PRIDE FOR ITS REMARKABLE CULTURAL HERITAGE A COUNTRY WHICH 
HAS MADE AN ALMOST INCALCULABLE CONTRIBUTION TO CONTEMPORARY CIVILISATION 
*ACK -ORTON 0RESS 2ELEASES 	
4HIS STATEMENT REPLICATES THE WESTERN NARRATIVE OF 'REECEAS(ELLAS 
3MALL WONDER AS THE TWO CEREMONIES WERE ORGANIZED FOR THE FIRST TIME IN 
THE HISTORY OF THE GAMES BY A NONINDIGENOUS MARKETING COMPANY *ACK 
-ORTON 7ORLDWIDE HAD ORGANIZED THE OPENING AND CLOSING CEREMONIES OF 
THE  2YDER #UP IN "LOOMFIELD -) AND THE  #OMMONWEALTH 'AMES 
IN -ELBOURNE !USTRALIA )NTER0UBLIC 'ROUP 	 4HE ROLE OF THIS "RITISH 
MARKETING AGENCY WAS TO CREATE LARGESCALE GLOBALLY TELEVISED CEREMONIES 
*ACK -ORTON WAS AN ACTUAL AGENT IN NATIONAL PUBLIC PERFORMANCE BECAUSE 
IT PLAYED THE ROLE OF A 'REEK OTHER PRESENT IN AND CONSTITUTIVE OF NATIONAL 
SELFNARRATION .EVERTHELESS *ACK -ORTON DID NOT HAVE THE LAST WORD ON THE 
CONTENT OF THE CEREMONIES BUT COLLABORATED IN ITS CREATION WITH THE 'REEK 
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR $IMITRIS 0APAIOANNOU %MBASSY OF 'REECE 	 4HIS 
GAVE THE 'REEK SIDE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PROJECT A SELFIMAGE THAT MAY HAVE 
RESPONDED TO WESTERN DESIRES AND EXPECTATIONS BUT SIMULTANEOUSLY RETAINED 
A DIFFERENCE THAT COULD BE UNDERSTOOD ONLY BY THE 'REEKS
4HE KEY HIGHLIGHTS OF  THE OPENING AND CLOSING CEREMONIES  SEEMED 
TO BE PERFECTLY INTELLIGIBLE FOR FOREIGN OBSERVERS 4HEY WERE SATURATED BY A 
WILLINGNESS TO OPEN UP THE SPACE OF THE NATION TO HUMANITY AS THE OPENING 
CEREMONY STARTED WITH THE WORDS @#ITIZENS OF THE WORLD WELCOME TO !THENS 
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9ET BEHIND THE HOSPITABLE TONE THERE WAS A SECOND MESSAGE BORN IN THE 
DOMAIN OF THE NATION THE EXPRESSION @CITIZEN OF THE WORLD IS A REFERENCE 
TO )SOCRATES AN !THENIAN ORATOR n "#	 WHO ALLEGEDLY PROMOTED 
WHAT IS KNOWN AS PANHELLENISM THE ECUMENICAL (ELLENIC IDEAL OF 'REEK 
EDUCATION LANGUAGE AND CULTURE ! STUDENT OF 0LATO )SOCRATES BELIEVED 
THAT !THENIAN 'REEK CULTURE AND LANGUAGE PROVIDED THE MAIN DISTINCTION 
BETWEEN HUMANS AND ANIMALS )SOCRATES COSMOPOLITAN PRETENSIONS WERE 
PREDICATED UPON A FALSELY INCLUSIVE AGENDA AS IN HIS WORK THE COSMOS WORLD	 
WAS IDENTIFIED WITH THE !THENIAN 'REEK CULTURAL ECUMENE 4HE DOMAIN 
OUTSIDE THIS ECUMENE WAS THAT OF BARBARITY ONE COULD BE CIVILIZED ONLY IF 
ONE WAS IMMERSED IN THINGS (ELLENIC )N "HABHAS TERMS THE MOBILIZATION 
OF )SOCRATIAN TEACHINGS IN THE /LYMPIC CONTEXT IS THE TRANSFORMATION OF 
NATIONAL PEDAGOGY THE EDUCATIONAL @PREACHING OF THE @NATION BY WESTERN 
INTERLOCUTORS	 INTO PERFORMATIVITY THE THEATRICAL UNIVERSALIZATION OF SUCH 
@PREACHING FOR THE REST OF THE WORLD	 4HE ACTUAL MESSAGE OF THIS @WELCOME 
COMPREHENSIBLE ONLY TO 'REEKS ADDRESSED INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCES AS SUB
JECTS IN NEED OF PEDAGOGY WHICH CAN BE ATTAINED THROUGH THEIR VISIT TO THE 
@CRADLE OF %UROPEAN CIVILIZATION 4HEIR COSMOPOLITAN CITIZENSHIP COULD BE 
ACHIEVED ONLY THROUGH THEIR (ELLENIZATION $ESPITE THE PERFORMATIVE FLAIR 
OF THIS @WELCOME ITS DIFORIC ELEMENT ARTICULATED AN INTIMATE NATIONAL VOICE 
THAT CONTESTED THE WESTERN (ELLENOCENTRIC PROJECT THROUGH ITS MANIPULATIVE 
INCORPORATION
4HE MESSAGE WAS MANIPULATED  FURTHER  IN  THE OPENING AND CLOSING 
SPEECHES BY  THE PRESIDENT OF  THE !THENS /LYMPIC #OMMITTEE !NNA 
!NGELOPOULOU$ASKALAKI WHOSE @+ALOS )LTHATE @7ELCOME	 WAS FOLLOWED 
BY A DECLARATION THAT THE REST OF THE WORLD @HAD BEEN AT THE HEART OF 'REEK 
PREPARATIONS )N HER OPENING SPEECH SHE DISCUSSED THE ORGANIZATION OF 
THE /LYMPICS BY 'REECE AS A @UNIQUE /LYMPIC HOMECOMING THUS CLAIMING 
THE EVENT AS PART OF A 'REEK HERITAGE UNADULTERATED BY FOREIGN INTERVENTIONS 
4HE  /LYMPICS WERE ORGANIZED  @WITH PRIDE AND RESPONSIBILITY BY 
'REECE @4HIS IS THE NEW 'REECE WE WANT YOU DISCOVER x ;! 'REECE THAT 
IS= GOING TO FIRE THE WORLDS IMAGINATION $ESPITE THE POLITICAL BACKGROUND 
OF !THENS  PREPARATIONS !NGELOPOULOU$ASKALAKIS ADDRESSEES WERE 
NOT JUST 'REECES SIGNIFICANT OTHERS /F COURSE IN THE AFTERMATH OF  AND 
THE EMERGENCE OF ANTITERRORIST DISCOURSE IN "RITAIN AND THE 53 'REECE 
AND THE !THENS /LYMPIC #OMMITTEE FOUND THEMSELVES AMID A POLITICAL 
COMMOTION SUGGESTING THAT AN ECONOMICALLY WEAK COUNTRY WITH ITS HOME
GROWN TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS COULD NOT POSSIBLY DELIVER ON SUCH A LARGE
SCALE PROJECT #ONSTANT CRITICISM BY THE  INTERNATIONAL PRESS AGGRAVATED 
AN ALREADY HEAVY ATMOSPHERE AND FORCED THE 'REEK GOVERNMENT TO ASK 
.!4/ FOR ASSISTANCE WITH SECURITY PREPARATIONS 4HUS THE SMALL 'REEK 
STATE WAS CAUGHT  IN  THE MECHANICS OF  CONTEMPORARY !NGLO!MERICAN 
ORIENTALIZATIONS  SEE 4ZANELLI 	  )T WAS  SMALL WONDER  THAT  IN HER 
CLOSING SPEECH !NGELOPOULOU$ASKALAKI STRESSED QUESTIONS OF SECURITY 
EXPLAINING THAT !THENS  IS A @MODERN ACHIEVEMENT AND THAT @'REECE 
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WAS GREAT  FOR  THE 'AMES (OWEVER  THE VOICE  IN HER  SPEECH RAMIFIED 
WHEN SHE PROUDLY EXCLAIMED IN 'REEK THAT THE REAL GOLD MEDAL OF  THE 
'AMES BELONGS TO THE 'REEK NATION WHICH ASSISTED THE !THENS /LYMPIC 
#OMMITTEE IN THE NARRATION OF @A BEAUTIFUL STORY TO THE REST OF THE WORLD 
4HUS SHE OFFERED THE TROPHY OF VICTORY TO THE 'REEKS CONGRATULATING THEM 
ONLY FOR THIS ACHIEVEMENT 4HE REST OF THE AUDIENCE SIMPLY DID NOT FIGURE 
IN HER SPEECH (ER EXCLUSIVE INVITATION TO CELEBRATE THIS ACCOMPLISHMENT 
BRINGS TO THE FORE PRACTICES OF NAVELGAZING A PLEASURABLE INWARDNESS 4HE 
SAME SYMBOLIC REWARD WAS ENDORSED BY THE 0RESIDENT OF THE )NTERNATIONAL 
/LYMPIC #OMMITTEE *ACQUES 2OGGE WHO DID NOT OMIT TO @THANK 'REECE 
AND !THENS FOR THIS SPECTACULAR /LYMPIC EVENT IN 'REEK 4HE DEAFENING 
'REEK APPLAUSE THAT FOLLOWED THIS EXPRESSION OF ADMIRATION AND GRATITUDE 
IN THE STADIUM SEEMED TO RECIPROCATE HIS KINDNESS "UT THE ACTUAL CONTENT 
OF THE APPLAUSE HAD ESCAPED 2OGGES ATTENTION AT LAST HE HAD RECOGNIZED 
'REEK ACHIEVEMENTS CONTRADICTING HIS PREVIOUS CRITICAL STATEMENTS /FFICIAL 
)NTERNATIONAL /LYMPIC #OMMITTEE  	 CONCERNING THE PROGRESS OF 
THE /LYMPIC PREPARATIONS !T THE SAME TIME THROUGH HIS USE OF 'REEK AS 
A MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION HE HAD ACTED AS A TRUE @CITIZEN OF THE WORLD 
4HEREFORE IN THIS INSTANCE DIFORIA ENABLED THE 'REEKS TO CELEBRATE THEIR 
DIFFERENCE WITHOUT FEELING THE NEED TO MAKE THIS DEMONSTRATION TRANSPARENT 
TO SIGNIFICANT OTHERS
!LTHOUGH *ACK -ORTON AND 0APAIOANNOU ASSEMBLED A PRESENTATION 
OF  @'REEK CIVILISATION  STEEPED IN REFERENCES  TO (ELLENIC ACHIEVEMENTS 
THE MOST  TECHNICALLY CHALLENGING PART OF  THEIR WORK  @!LLEGORY WHICH 
NARRATED THE @GROWTH AND EVOLUTION OF 'REEK CIVILISATION *ACK -ORTON 
 !UGUST 	 OPENED WITH AN AMBIVALENT MESSAGE 4HIS  INVOLVED 
THE RECITATION OF @-YTHISTOREMA ))) A POEM BY .OBEL ,AUREATE 'EORGE 
3EFERIS 4HE POEM SEEMS SIMPLY TO MATCH THE PERFORMATIVE FOREGROUND 
OF THE CEREMONY A SUCCESSION OF MARBLE FIGURES THAT IN AN INTERNATIONAL 
SEMIOTIC REGISTER WOULD DENOTE (ELLENIC 'REEK IDENTITY (OWEVER 3EFERIS 
WROTE THIS POEM TO MOURN THE BURDEN THAT (ELLENIC HERITAGE CREATES FOR 
MODERN 'REECE AND THE COUNTRYS INABILITY TO BREAK FREE FROM THIS @SCARCE 
RESOURCE !PPADURAI 	 OF HISTORICAL ORIGINS !CCORDING TO THE DIFORIC 
SEMIOTICS OF THE POEM 'REECE OPERATES AS AN AUTONOMOUS ENTITY IN FULL 
CHARGE OF  THE PRESERVATION OF (ELLENIC ANTIQUITY 4HIS CONSTELLATION OF 
MEANINGS RETURNS US TO !NGELOPOULOU$ASKALAKI AND 2OGGES RHETORIC OF 
THE 'REEK BURDEN TO DELIVER A @SAFE SECURE /LYMPICS AND TO PRESERVE AND 
PROMOTE (ELLENIC HERITAGE 4HE IMAGE OF 'REECE AS A RESPONSIBLE POLITICAL 
PLAYER WILL BE REVISITED BELOW	
4HE NARRATION OF 'REEK HISTORY WAS NOT ALL ABOUT CLASSICAL HERITAGE )T 
IS TELLING THAT THE REST OF THE STORY ESCAPED THE ATTENTION OF "ARRY $AVIES 
THE ""# PRESENTER OF THE TELEVISED CEREMONIES AND NEVER APPEARED ON THE 
*ACK -ORTON WEBSITE AS NO SIGNIFICANT OTHER HAD THE NECESSARY KNOWLEDGE 
TO UNDERSTAND IT &OLLOWING @!LLEGORY @#LEPSYDRA A CHRONOLOGICAL PRO
CESSION OF  IMAGES  TOLD  THE STORY OF  THE 'REEK NATION FROM PREHISTORIC 
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TO MODERN TIMES %XTERNAL OBSERVERS MARVELLED AT THE COLOURFUL FIGURES 
OF ANTIQUITY BUT NEVER NOTICED  THAT  THESE WERE  FOLLOWED ABRUPTLY BY 
"YZANTINE EMPERORS  THE WARRIORS OF  THE 'REEK 2EVOLUTION AGAINST  THE 
/TTOMANS n	 AND MEN DRESSED IN #RETAN FOLK COSTUMES 4HESE ARBI 
TRARY CONNECTIONS WERE HOMOLOGOUS TO OFFICIAL HISTORICAL DISCOURSE WRITTEN 
FROM A SUBALTERN PERSPECTIVE AS THEY SOUGHT WAYS TO CONCEAL THE MYTHICAL 
ELEMENT OF HISTORICAL NARRATIVE $E #ERTEAU 	 AND FABRICATE A FICTIONAL 
'REEK CONTINUITY FROM ANTIQUITY TO "YZANTIUM TO THE PRESENT )N EFFECT 
THEY HID A NUMBER OF HISTORICAL CONTRADICTIONS THAT EFFICIENTLY EXCLUDED 
AN  IMAGINARY  @7EST  FROM THE MESSAGE "YZANTIUM BECAME  IN 'REEK 
HISTORY THE ESSENTIAL LINK BETWEEN (ELLENIC ANTIQUITY AND 'REEK MODERNITY 
4SOUKALAS 	 WHEN THE 4YROLIAN CLASSICIST *ACOB 0HILIPP &ALLMERAYER 
n	 CHALLENGED THIS CONTINUITY IN THE TH CENTURY 3KOPETEA 	 
OFFENDING THE THEN NEWLYBORN 'REEK STATE "YZANTIUMS APPEARANCE IN 
'REEK /LYMPIC NARRATIVES OF BELONGING ASSERTED ITS IMPORTANCE FOR MODERN 
'REEKS IRRESPECTIVE OF CONTEMPORARY WESTERN OPINION !T THE SAME TIME 
THE SUCCESSION OF #RETAN FIGURES FURTHER INFUSED 'REEK SELFNARRATION WITH 
AN ELEMENT OF SPECIFICITY #RETAN IDENTITY IS BOTH MARGINAL AND CENTRAL TO 
'REEK NATIONAL SELFNARRATION BECAUSE IN 'REECE AND IN COUNTRIES SUCH AS 
"RITAIN THE #RETANS ARE CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH THE 'REEK )NDEPENDENCE 
7AR 	 AND 'REEK RESISTANCE TO THE !XIS &ORCES THEY HAVE COME TO 
REPRESENT A SET OF 'REEK NATIONALIST VALUES PAR EXCELLENCE SELFSACRIFICE AND 
PATRIOTISM	 (OWEVER WITHIN THE STATE THE #RETAN PERIPHERY IS STEREOTYPED 
AS UNCIVILIZED AND UNCOUTH 4HUS THE GEOGRAPHICAL MARGINALITY OF #RETE 
BECOMES ANALOGOUS TO SAVAGERY ONE THAT IS HARBOURED WITHIN THE 'REEK 
NATION  (ERZFELD  	 4HE  INSERTION OF DIFORIC  SELFREFLECTIONS  IN 
@#LEPSYDRA 'REECE AS A SAVAGE PARIAH AND AN INTREPID NATION	 REFLECTS THE 
MARGINALIZATION OF 'REECE WITHIN %UROPE AND AN INTERNAL AWARENESS OF 
STRANGENESS ! SIMILAR ROLE WAS PLAYED BY THE DEBUT OF GYPSY 2OMA	 COM
MUNITIES IN THE NARRATIVES OF THE CLOSING CEREMONY 2OMA COMMUNITIES 
ARE NOMADIC GROUPS IN 'REECE CONSTANTLY PERSECUTED BY 'REEK AUTHORITIES 
DEFAMED BY THE MEDIA AND REGARDED AS DIRTY FOREIGNERS BY @INDIGENOUS 
'REEK CITIZENS (OWEVER THE 2OMA PRESENCE IN THE /LYMPIC SELFNARRATION 
PORTRAYED A FLAWLESS PICTURE OF 'REEK MULTICULTURALISM CONFORMING TO 
CONTEMPORARY %UROPEAN STANDARDS OF ETHNIC TOLERANCE .EVERTHELESS THEIR 
STEREOTYPICAL PRESENTATION IN THE /LYMPIC SHOW IN 4OYOTA VANS FILLED WITH 
WATERMELONS SURROUNDED BY BELLYDANCING WOMEN	 REMINISCENT OF 'REEK 
RACIST JOKES ABOUT 2OMA FILTH AND SENSUALITY REINFORCED THEIR MARGINALITY 
EXCLUSIVELY IN THE EYES OF 'REEK VIEWERS WHO WERE CULTURALLY EQUIPPED 
TO UNDERSTAND THE MEANING OF THIS STAGING
'REEK DIFORIA DID NOT ALWAYS ESCAPE THE TERROR OF 'REECES SELFRECOGNITION 
AS A @SLAVE 4HIS SELFRECOGNITION BELONGED TO THE WORKINGS OF THE INTERNAL 
VOICE THAT UNEARTHED BITTERNESS DIRECTED INWARDS FROM THE INTERSTICES OF 
EARLY THCENTURY 'REEK HISTORY )N THE CLOSING CEREMONY THE DIVERSITY 
OF MODERN 'REEK MUSIC FOUND ITS CRESCENDO IN THE REBETIKO THE BOUZOUKI 
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MUSIC THAT ARRIVED IN THE 'REEK METROPOLIS DURING THE IMMIGRATION OF !SIA
-INOR 'REEK REFUGEES TO 'REECE FOLLOWING THE LAST 'REEKn4URKISH WAR 
'IORGOS $ALARAS A FAMOUS 'REEK SINGER SANG AN AMANES A SAD COMPOSITION 
THAT BELONGS TO THE SELFSAME !SIA-INOR HERITAGE WHICH TODAY REPRESENTS 
'REEK MUSICAL TASTE INTERNATIONALLY 4HEN A GROUP OF EXHAUSTED 'REEK 
REFUGEES ENTERED THE STAGE TO ACCOMPANY HIS SINGING "EFORE TOO LONG THE 
STAGE WAS CROWDED BY A CHEERFUL GROUP OF INTERNATIONAL TOURISTS COMPLETE 
WITH CAMERAS AND AN INEXHAUSTIBLE ENERGY TO DANCE IN THE RHYTHMS OF :ORBA 
THE 'REEK A STEREOTYPICAL DANCE IN TODAYS 'REEK TOURIST DESTINATIONS OFTEN 
PERFORMED BY 'REEKS FOR FOREIGNERS 4HE ABRUPT CHANGE OF MOOD HERALDED 
BETTER TIMES FOR THE NATION WHEN 'REECE WAS READY TO ADMIT FOREIGNERS 
INTO THE COUNTRY AS VISITORS 4HE @ONSTAGE DANCING THAT FOLLOWED INCLUDED 
EVERY SINGLE INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL ELEMENT OF THE @PARADE SENDING OUT 
A MESSAGE OF FRIENDSHIP BETTERMENT AND RECONCILIATION .OBODY NOTICED 
THAT AS THE AMANES WAS FADING IN THE :ORBAS MUSIC $ALARAS WAS SINGING 
WITH ADDED VEHEMENCE THE FOLLOWING
9OU SAID YOUR BIG DECEITFUL WORDS WHILE YOU WERE FIRST BEING BREASTFED
"UT NOW THAT THE SNAKES HAVE WOKEN UP
9OU GUARD YOUR ANCIENT ORNAMENTS
!ND YOU DONT SHED A TEAR MY MOTHER 'REECE
7HEN YOU SELL YOUR CHILDREN AS SLAVES
9OU TOLD YOUR BIG LIES WHILE YOU WERE BEING BREASTFED
"UT NOW THAT THE FIRE WAS REKINDLED
9OU PREFER TO LOOK AT YOUR ANCIENT BEAUTIES
!ND IN THE ARENAS OF THE WORLD MY MOTHER 'REECE
9OU ALWAYS CARRY THE SAME LIE WITH YOU
4HE ACRIMONY OF  THE  LYRICS  SPEAKS VOLUMES ON THE PRACTICES OF SELF
DECEPTION AND THE SUBSERVIENT ATTITUDE THAT 'REECE HAS ADOPTED IN THE 
@ARENAS OF THE WORLD 4HE ONES WHO ARE @SOLD OUT ARE NOT THE MEMBERS OF 
THE 'REEK @IMAGINED COMMUNITY !SIA-INOR REFUGEES	 BUT 'REECE ITSELF 
THAT BITTERLY INTERNALIZES AND PUBLICLY REENACTS THE (ELLENIC/RIENTALIST 
CONDITION OF SLAVERY )N THIS MOMENT OF SELFCRITICISM THE OUTSIDERS BECOME 
IRRELEVANT n THEIR EXCLUSION FROM SELFREFLECTION RESEMBLES &ANONS SUG
GESTION THAT THE SUBALTERN HAVE TO TURN THEIR BACK ON COLONIAL POWER AND 
REFUSE TO ADDRESS IT IN ANY WAY
4HE /LYMPIC DIFORIC NARRATIVES HAD THE FEEL OF (OLLYWOOD STORYTELLING 
THEIR END HAD TO CORRESPOND TO THE BEGINNING 4HE OPENING OF THE 'AMES 
BY THE 0RESIDENT OF THE (ELLENIC 2EPUBLIC +ONSTANTINOS 3TEPHANOPOULOS 
WAS ACCOMPANIED BY THE SOUND OF BELLS AN UNAMBIGUOUS SYMBOL OF 'REEK 
RELIGIOUS CELEBRATIONS &IREWORKS CONCLUDED EVERY CHAPTER OF THE OPENING 
CEREMONY 4HE ELATION AND THRILL OF THESE SYMBOLS WAS NOT LOST ON MILLIONS OF 
VIEWERS THE 'REEK NATION WAS CELEBRATING AN INTERNATIONAL SHOW (OWEVER 
BEHIND ITS DENOTATION A CHAIN OF CONNOTATIONS WAS MISSED ENTIRELY )N ORDER 
TO LINK IT TO THE INTERNAL VOICE WE OUGHT TO HAVE A CLOSER LOOK AT THE @HAPPY 
ENDING OF THE CLOSING CEREMONY WHEN THE /LYMPIC FLAG WAS HANDED OVER 
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TO THE NEXT HOST CITY "EIJING 7HEN THE /LYMPIC FLAME WAS LOWERED A 
TEENAGE 'REEK GIRL RAISED HER LANTERN TO LIGHT IT 3HE THEN WALKED DOWN 
THE STAIRS OF THE /LYMPIC ALTAR AND PASSED THE LIGHT ON TO OTHER CHILDREN 
! #HINESE BOY AND A 'REEK GIRL SPREAD THE /LYMPIC LIGHT TO THE REST OF THE 
STADIUM TO AN AUDIENCE WITH ITS OWN LANTERNS #ANDLELIT NOW THE WHOLE 
STADIUM REMAINED SILENT AS IF A MAGIC PRESENCE FILLED THE SPACE !S THE 
!THENIAN /LYMPIC FLAME DIED MORE MUSIC AND FIREWORKS ERUPTED
#ONVENTIONALLY THE SCENE CAN BE READ AS THE PREVALENCE OF THE /LYMPIC 
SPIRIT AND IN FACT THIS IS WHAT WAS CONVEYED TO EXTERNAL AUDIENCES 4HE 
CONTEXT OF THE WHOLE PERFORMANCE IS PROVIDED BY THE #HRISTIAN /RTHODOX 
LITURGY THAT COMMENCES ON THE EVENING OF %ASTER 3ATURDAY A FEW HOURS 
BEFORE #HRISTS RESURRECTION 4HE PRIEST IN CHARGE SPREADS THE @4RUE ,IGHT 
OF 'OD TO THE CROWD CHANTING @)DOMEN TO &OS TO !LITHINON @7E SAW THE 
4RUE ,IGHT THE LIGHT OF 'OD	 -INUTES LATER WHEN THE CLOCK SOUNDS ONE 
MINUTE PAST MIDNIGHT FIREWORKS ARE ORGANIZED BY THE CROWD OF /RTHODOX 
'REEKS 4HIS  IS HOW CONTEMPORARY 'REEK COMMUNITIES  CELEBRATE  THE 
@COMING OF #HRIST /RTHODOXY IS STILL A DEFINITIVE CHARACTERISTIC OF 'REEK 
IDENTITY AS SUCH IT IS UTILIZED CONSTANTLY IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS TO ASSERT 
'REEK DIFFERENCE 4HEREFORE THIS RITUAL MEANT SOMETHING ENTIRELY DIFFERENT 
IN THE VOCABULARY OF THE INTERNAL VOICE THE RESURRECTION NECRANASTASIS	 
OF THE 'REEK NATION THE SECOND COMING OF 'REEK ALTERITY IN THE SPHERE OF 
WORLD POLITICS AND %UROPEAN CULTURE )N THIS MANNER THE !THENS /LYMPIC 
#OMMITTEE AND THE 'REEK AUDIENCE REENACTED CULTURAL THEMES THAT BELONG 
TO THEIR #HRISTIAN COSMOLOGICAL ORDER 3AHLINS 	 AN ACT WHOSE MEANING 
WAS IMPENETRABLE FOR WESTERN AUDIENCES
#ONCLUSION DIFORIA AS IDENTITY
4HIS ARTICLE INTRODUCED A NEW CONCEPT THAT MAY ENABLE CULTURAL THEORISTS 
SOCIOLOGISTS AND ANTHROPOLOGISTS OF  CULTURE  TO EXAMINE CONTEMPORARY 
REPRESENTATIONS OF NATIONAL IDENTITY )T ARGUED THAT DIFORIA IS CHARACTERIZED 
BY TWO QUALITIES BIFURCATION IN MEANING AND PERFORMATIVITY IN PUBLIC 
!S A PRACTICE RATHER THAN SIMPLE ENUNCIATION DIFORIA INFORMS AND IS IN
FORMED BY THE EMERGENCE OF IMAGINED COMMUNITIES THROUGH THE PRIVATE 
CONSTRUCTION OF HISTORICAL AUTOBIOGRAPHIES )N THE CONTEXT OF !THENS  
DIFORIA REENACTED  THE PAST OF  THE 'REEK  IMAGINED COMMUNITY A PAST 
FORMED IN THE 7ESTERN %UROPEAN REALM TO RENEGOTIATE AND DOMESTICATE 
IT 4HIS SYMBOLIC DENIAL OF THE MORALITY OF THE SLAVE WAS ARTICULATED IN 
THE CONFINES OF THE INTERNAL NATIONAL VOICE BUT WAS PROJECTED OUTWARDS 
THROUGH THE EXTERNAL VOICE )T MAY BE ERRONEOUS TO TALK ABOUT DELIBERATE 
CONCEALMENT OF THE INTERNAL 'REEK VOICE RATHER 'REEK DIFORIA ENCOURAGED 
A DELIBERATE DISENGAGEMENT WITH THE NATIONS  SIGNIFICANT OTHERS WHILE 
RETAINING A CHANNEL OF COMMUNICATION WITH THEM .ATIONAL DIFFERENCE 
WAS CELEBRATED SOMEWHERE BETWEEN ACTIVE DISENGAGEMENT AND POSITIVE 
COMMUNICATION DEFYING IN THE 'REEK CASE	 THE NORMS AND REGULATIONS OF 
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CONVENTIONAL ORIENTALIST RELATIONSHIPS 4HE LATTER POINT BEGS THE QUESTION 
OF  THE CONCEPTS APPLICABILITY  IN ACTUAL POSTCOLONIAL NATIONALISMS  LIKE 
AMBIVALENCE AND HYBRIDITY DIFORIA CAN ASSIST IN THE PRODUCTION OF RESISTANCE 
TO POWERFUL OUTSIDERS UNLIKE THEM IT CAN DEMONSTRATE ITSELF IN NONCOLONIAL 
INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION /THERS ARE AN ALMOST INESCAPABLE CONDITION 
OF OUR EXISTENCE COLLECTIVE OR NOT THEY ARE NOT ONLY REFERENCE POINTS AND 
VALUABLE INTERLOCUTORS BUT ALSO STRANGERS WHOSE PRESENCE CAN VIOLATE OUR 
INTIMATE SPACE 4HE NEED FOR DIFORIC ENUNCIATION IS CONSTITUTIVE OF THE HUMAN 
CONDITION AS IT CONSTANTLY CREATES AND RECREATES INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE 
AGENCIES IN THE WORLD !S AN INNATE ASPECT OF NATIONAL INTERSUBJECTIVITY 
DIFORIA RESCUES DIFFERENCE FROM EXTINCTION EVEN THOUGH IN THE BACK STAGES 
OF NATIONAL PERFORMANCE IT WORKS TOWARDS THE FORMATION OF IDENTITY
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